Which Word Where?
This week, we are learning about adding vowel suffixes to words that end in -fer. Can you
match the correct word into the correct sentence?
referring

referral

referee

preferred

transferring

referred

reference

preferring

preference

transference

1. As the crowds jeered, the _________ gave the home captain a red card for the nasty tackle.
2. When it came to cakes, Betty had a ____________ for anything made using chocolate.
3. As Lucas was moving to a new town, he was ___________ to a new school.
4. Because he was applying for a new job, Tevis asked his old manager for a _____________.
5. When __________ to the Queen, we must use the term ‘Her Majesty’.
6. Although she enjoyed strawberry milkshake, Courtney ____________ banana flavour.
7. As he was feeling no better, Mr Harris was being __________ to a specialist.
8. Because she needed to have a tooth extracted, Natalie had received a ___________ letter
to visit the hospital’s dental department.
9. Nina didn’t want to go inside Santa’s Grotto, ___________ to hide shyly under her
mother’s skirt.
10. Education involves the ____________ of knowledge from a teacher to a pupil.

Challenge Task

Make a list of all the subordinating conjunctions used in the sentences.
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Which Word Where? Answers
This week, we are learning about adding vowel suffixes to words that end in -fer. Can you
match the correct word into the correct sentence?
referring

referral

referee

preferred

transferring

referred

reference

preferring

preference

transference

1. As the crowds jeered, the referee gave the home captain a red card for the nasty tackle.
2. When it came to cakes, Betty had a preference for anything made using chocolate.
3. As Lucas was moving to a new town, he was transferring to a new school.
4. Because he was applying for a new job, Tevis asked his old manager for a reference.
5. When referring to the Queen, we must use the term ‘Her Majesty’.
6. Although she enjoyed strawberry milkshake, Courtney preferred banana flavour.
7. As he was feeling no better, Mr Harris was being referred to a specialist.
8. Because she needed to have a tooth extracted, Natalie had received a referral letter
to visit the hospital’s dental department.
9. Nina didn’t want to go inside Santa’s Grotto, preferring to hide shyly under her
mother’s skirt.
10. Education involves the transference of knowledge from a teacher to a pupil.
Challenge Task

Make a list of all the subordinating conjunctions used in the sentences.
Subordinating conjunctions used: because, although, when and as.
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